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Objectives

Upon completion of this presentation, the learners 

will:

• Compare traditional to a concept mapping priority 

of care assignment and student’s learning 

preferences based on the Gardner’s multiple 

intelligence theory. 

• Discuss concept mapping as a tool to engage 

students in active learning.

• Network with colleagues from an academic 

institution.



Overview

• Students differ in preferences for learning (Conti,      

2008; Lance, n.d.).

• Concept maps are effective learning tools for 

educators in creating assignments to engage the 

modern generations (Harrison, & Gibbons, 2013; West 

et al., 2000).

• Concept mappings appeals to multiple intellects by  

personalizing academic content that best suits 

learning needs  (Kostovich, Poradzisz, & Wood, 2007; 

Taylor & Wros, 2007). 

• Through concept mapping, metacognition is 

stimulated and nursing students use prior  knowledge, 

link facts and concepts, structure new learning and 

develop critical thinking (Harrison, & Gibbons, 2013;

Latif, Mohamed, Dahlan, & Mat Nor, 2016).

• Problem-Based Learning has used concept mapping 

to evaluated the integration of knowledge and 

measure cognitive domains (Hung, & Lin, 2015; West 

et al., 2000).



Purpose

The purpose of this study was to identify clinical 
assignments that will meet the learning preferences of 
multiple intellects as identified by Garner’s Multiple 
Intelligence theory.

Research Question

In undergraduate nursing students taking senior clinical 

course, which assignment will meet the learning preferences 

of multiple intellects as identified by Garner’s Multiple 

Intelligence theory?



Definition of Concept Mapping

“As useful pedagogic tools for both teachers 

and learners, concept maps take meaningful 

knowledge of a particular subject and present 

it in a schematic format” (Harrison, & Gibbons, 

2013, 395). 

Based on the Ausubel’s

theory of meaningful 

learning from1968 and 

the work of Novak and 

Gowin in 1984.



Method

Sample: undergraduate nursing 
students (n=28) from a private 
health sciences college who were 
enrolled in a senior clinical course.

A survey based on Gardner’s 
multiple intelligence theory and 
questions addressing concept map 
and written assignment 
effectiveness using a 6-point scale 
with cognitive skills and a 4-point 
attitudingal scale. 

IRB approved study

Waiver of informed consent was 
requested



Data Collection Tool



Traditional Assignment

PATIENT:

PRIORITY INTERVENTIONS:

Priority Patient #1  

Age _____ Sex ______

Primary Dx. 

____________________

Rationale for priority ranking #1:

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Priority Intervention #1

Rationale:

_____________________________________________________________________

Priority Intervention #2

Rationale:

______________________________________________________________________

Priority Intervention #3

Rationale:

_____________________________________________________________________



Concept Mapping Assignment



Results 
Table 1. 

Comparison of concept mapping and written assignment to multiple intelligences





Conclusions

The concept mapping assignment encouraged organization 
of content and critical thinking. Both assignments yield  
equal preferences by most of the multiple intellects, except 
musical and linguistic.

Educators should consider instructional strategies 
stimulating variety of learning preferences and multiple 
intellects. 

Concept mapping as well as written assignments engage 
students with different learning preferences in active learning 
and it meets the learning preferences of multiple intellects. 



Looking Ahead

• Concept Mapping Use in Other Nursing Classes

• Different ways to identify student learning styles
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Questions



Concept Map Activity
Using the word “engage”, come up with 2 learning strategies that are based on the 
Gardner’s 7 Multiple Intelligences to engage a student/patient. Explain your choices.


